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An Increasingly Popular Alternative

For Companies
and Families

am Anderson frequently finds herself in the middle of disputes-and she doesn't

mind at all. In fact, it's her job, Anderson, who saysshe has always had a "penchant

for assistingother people," is one of a growing number of professional mediators, Her

company, Resolve to Solve, lnc offers assistance in the resolution of workplace, civil,

domestic, divorce and juvenile disputes, as well as individual training in improving

state registered mediator,

communication and conflict resolution skills,and state-approved training to become a

With crowded court calendars and what can often be a
lengthy and expensive litigation process, alternative meth-
ods of resolving disputes have been steadily growing in
popularity. Alternative dispute resolution (ADR) offers an
opportunity for employers and employees, small business
owners, individuals and families to resolve troubling situa-
tions in the workplace or at home quickly and with less
expense. The only cases typically not suitable for mediation
are those involving violence or sexual abuse,

Clients come to Resolve to Solve, Ine. either privately or
through court referral. Clients often come because of a pend-
ing lawsuit, or because a lawsuit is being threatened,
Anderson provides prospective clients a free 20-minute con-
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sultation to help them understand the mediation process. She
also provides a packet of information to each client prior to
the mediation session to help prepare them for the session.

"Many people believe that they have to have an attorney
with them:' Anderson says."Although attorneys are helpful
and advisable, it is not necessary for the parties involved
to have attorneys with them." One of the most attractive
aspects of mediation versus litigation is that mediation
is a confidential process, whereas court sessions are
public record.

Although agreement between parties is not guaranteed,
Anderson's clients reach at least a partial agreement in



about 80 percent of cases, which can
reduce the stress and tension that often
accompanies a dispute.

Resolveto Solvehas a pool of 10mediators
available who come from diverse back-
grounds and who have diverse character-

We try to match clients

with mediators with whom

they would feel comfortable.

The clients need to trust the

mediator. When people feel

comfortable, they will be

able to concentrate on the

issues. -Pam Anderson

istics, which is very important in match-
ing mediators with clients. "We try to
match clients with mediators with
whom they would feel comfortable;'
Anderson explains. "The clients need to
trust the mediator, and feel that the
mediator can understand their point of
view or perspective. When people feel
comfortable, they will be able to concen-
trate on the issues."

Anderson began her company in
October 2001 with an extensive back-
ground in conflict resolution, having
been involved in the ADR field since
1996. She became interested in ADR
after doing academic research in conflict
resolution at Kennesaw State University,
and pursued a graduate degree in human
resources management instead of a law
degree after she began to understand and
appreciate the value and the great poten-
tial of ADR.

The offices of Resolve to Solve, Inc. are
located at 2450 Atlanta Highway, Suite
103, in Cumming. To learn more about
mediation, or to schedule a consultation,
visit www.resolvetosolve.net or call 770-
888-7150.

OUR MISSION is to assist people who desire to resolve disputes in a peaceful,
respectful manner and to train and eouip individuals who desire to improve
communication, conflict management. and conflict resolution skills.

We offer ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTIONS for Workplace Issues, Civil Issues,
Domestic & Divorce, juvenile, and Blended Family Issues. With a diverse pool of
mediators we believe we can help you resolve your dispute.

Mediation, Coaching, & Training in Conflict Resolution
Phone: 770-888-7150, Fax: 770-888-7859

2450 Atlanta Hwy., Ste. 103, Cumming, Ga. 30040
info@resolvetosolve.net
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